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Brothers of Arcadia is Nicola Formichetti’s 
pornographic long form commercial for the 2012 
Spring/Summer swimwear collection for the 
Mugler fashion house, which prominently stars 
the voice and presence of Nomi Ruiz. Ruiz is a 
Puerto Rican Brooklyn-based pop singer, who is 
also a transgender woman. She rose to prominence 
from her vocal collaborations with Hercules and 
Love Affair, and her own neo-disco/soul act, Jessica 
6. She has worked with experimental filmmaker 
Charles Atlas and Anohni in the production of the 
performance turned film Turning. Her involvement 
in the NYC underground music scene, and her 
trademark dark hair and statuesque figure, has 
made her a muse for the fashion industry, inspiring 
artistic directors like Formichetti to include her in 
projects like Brothers. After its production, Brothers 
screened at the runway show for the 2012 Spring/
Summer Mugler line before receiving an official 
release on the pornography website Xtube and 
an official, censored version release on YouTube. 
Formichetti creates a sensuous world of fantasy and 
visual delight in this video project. He states in the 
text on the XTube page for Brothers that he wants 
to imagine a mythological space where it appears 
that gods are touching each other, acting out their 

sublime desires.1 The uniqueness of Brothers of 
Arcadia as a pornographic text benefits from a 
Porn Studies and Performance Studies reading. 
Through this interdisciplinary approach, I argue 
that the performative presence of Nomi Ruiz, and 
her participation in sadomasochism within the 
video, both resists the fetishization of the trans 
body and articulates an aesthetic possibility for 
the transfeminine body to participate queerly in a 
sexual economy. 

In popular discussions of porn, there is a 
tendency to either uncritically malign porn as 
exploitative or celebrate its perceived liberatory 
potential. Helen Hester reminds us, though, that 
Porn Studies as a discipline could shift its focus 
away from these tired polemics and instead reflect 
on its own criticality, thus advancing and morphing 
Porn Studies as a field towards newer endeavors.2 
I likewise hope to avoid this debate within Porn 
Studies. Rather, I want to bring attention to the 
body within the text of Brothers. The stakes are 
significant in doing this, especially for the trans 
body. An investigation into several major edited 
collections of Porn Studies reveals—with few 
exceptions—a conspicuous lack of attention 
to transgender bodies within porn studies. By 
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Abstract
Nomi Ruiz, a pop singer (of neo-disco band Jessica 6) who is both Puerto Rican and transgender, is featured prominently in Nicola 
Formichetti’s long-form pornographic commercial for the Mugler fashion house, which was titled Brothers of Arcadia and uploaded 
to Xtube in 2011.  While minding the particularities of Brothers as a unique pornographic and performative text, I argue that Ruiz’s 
body and voice in the text pivots on a strategic and sublime evocation of presence and absence.  Additionally, Ruiz’s participation 
in sadomasochism within Brothers both resists the fetishization of the trans body and articulates an aesthetic possibility for a trans 
and Latina body to participate queerly in a sexual economy. Ruiz’s performance in Brothers allows for and creates new possibilities 
for trans subjectivity in queer visual cultures through a deliberate staging of the sublime.  
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addressing this absent or bungled attention to the 
trans body within Porn Studies, I mean to ask what 
exactly the trans body does, or can do, in porn. So, 
by reading Ruiz as the central performer in Brothers 
we can also attend to the curious shortage in the 
discussion of trans bodies within Porn Studies as a 
field. The complex pleasures of sadomasochism in 
which Ruiz participates create a space of possibility 
for transgender subjectivity to open, performing 
sex and sexiness in new ways. Ruiz’s performance 
and staging in Brothers allows for and creates new 
potentials for transfeminine subjectivity in queer 
visual cultures—through the deliberate staging 
of fantasy and the sublime—that can share more 
equally in power relations that revolve around erotics 
and objectification. In a culture that reads the trans 
body as either a fetish object or as unintelligible, the 
stakes are high in reading Ruiz’s body as sexy. By 
paying attention to the specific ways in which Nomi 
Ruiz acts, performs, and is staged within Brothers, 
we can arrive at an understanding of transgender 
subjectivity that is formed through, and not merely 
oppressed by, the erotics and economics of porn.

The context and platform in which Brothers is 
staged and disseminated becomes significant in the 
production and dispersal of fantasy. The open access 
porn website in which Brothers was uploaded, XTube, 
is described by Sharif Mowlabocus as diversifying 
the bodies and entities that are able to produce, 
access, and enjoy pornography. Mowlabocus 
elaborates, “XTube can be seen as the next step in 
this rhetoric of self-empowerment.”3 Such ‘rhetoric 
of self-empowerment,’ though, is being constantly 
mitigated by the negotiation between the economic 
dictates of XTube as a company and the producer/
performer who vacillates between performing 
affective/sexual labor and acquiring sexual agency. 
Though it is less clear whether XTube is ultimately 
progressive in changing the imbrication between 
sexuality and economics in porn, what is clear is that 
XTube offers new platforms for the performance of 
fantasy.4

Porn functions to stage fantasy in such a 
way that fosters desire for the object. Fantasy 
is the catalyst by which desire is elicited, but 
not the object of desire itself. This is similar to 
Laplanche and Pontalis’s famous declaration that 
“Fantasy, however, is not the object of desire, but 
its setting.”5 Fantasy is the staging, dramatization, 

and narration of desire.6 Therefore, fantasy is where 
desire develops into scenarios that have material, 
tactile, sensorial, and bodily contours. That is, we 
can imagine how our desires look, sound, and feel 
through fantasy. This process of drawing out a 
picture of pure fantasy is what interests Formichetti. 
He describes Brothers as being more of a prolonged 
meditation on fantasy than the depiction of certain 
sexual acts.7 This process of staging fantasy in porn 
is always a product of economic/capitalistic systems 
that rely on labor. After all, porn is an industry. 
What this process also concurrently engenders is a 
situation by which the performers and their labor 
are transformed into fetish objects for consumption 
and/or psychic comfort. 

Fetishes, per Linda Williams, form as a kind 
of band-aid that either signal, or are applied to 
larger discrepancies or imbalances in sexual power 
or pleasure.8 Williams’ understanding of how porn 
functions partially rests upon the production of 
fetish objects—of both the Marxian and Freudian 
varieties. She describes Marx’s commodity fetish as 
that object which socially is given a value above and 
apart from its connection to labor, which to Marx, 
is the most important component in calculating 
value. Specifically, “the fetish is a form of delusion 
whereby the workers who produce a commodity 
fail to recognize the product of their own labor.”9 
Williams suggests that contemporary porn 
consumption likewise resembles fetishism through 
the ways in which the means of production of the 
sexual image/object in porn are hidden or ignored 
for the sake of pleasure. She also explains that Freud’s 
fetishism is a way for (male) subjects to temporarily 
displace their fear of castration onto a psychically 
unthreatening object.10 This is the draw of porn for 
the heterosexual male viewer. This viewer can safely 
explore the desires and pleasures of fetishes without 
compromising their bodily or psychic integrity. 
Williams’ explications on fetishes mostly frame 
them as a male heterosexual phenomenon, but it is 
important to remember that a fetish could emerge 
in porn across sexual or gendered identities: as a 
taste for sexy underwear, muscles, stiletto pumps, 
hairiness, slightness, fatness, work boots, military 
outfits, piercings, tattoos, leather, or, transgender 
women. And it is this last point which raises the 
significance of Ruiz’s presence and performance 
within Brothers. A massive sub-genre of porn 
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applies this explication of the sublime to porn as “a 
pleasure comprised of a mixture of possessing and 
being possessed, embodiment and disembodiment, 
a momentary suspension or indeterminacy also 
moving beyond the pleasurable.”12 The sublime 
likewise exceeds representation and “encompasses 
both consumption and production,” making visible 
both the pleasure in consuming the fetish object in 
porn and the apparatus that has produced the fetish 
object.13 It is this process that Brothers participates 
in. As Brothers completely transitions from a 
panoramic black and white beach setting into a hazy 
colored sex dungeon, the camera follows a young 
man into a haze-filled gladiatorial bed chamber, 
revealing a mostly naked gladiator man aiming 
a bow and arrow at a provocatively reclined Ruiz. 
This is where the trans body emerges in Brothers. 
Significantly, Formichetti reveals the apparatus of 
cinema here, including the cameraman, stage hands, 
and Formichetti himself barking orders in this shot.  
This is his way of bracketing-off the pleasure of 
the dungeon, reminding the viewer that the power, 
violence, or pleasure received or given within is 
mediated, staged, and constructed. It also reveals 
the conditions of production for the image/video, 
undermining a Marxian understand of commodity 
fetishism that seeks to hide these conditions in 
the production of an object. Both production 
and consumption are being revealed. The sublime 
emerges in such moments that distort the typically 
separated processes of production and consumption. 
Here we both consume the scene in front of us, 
drinking in the erotic gladiatorial display and Ruiz’s 
reclined sexiness, while at the same time seeing how 
Formichetti makes production and staging visible 
to the viewer. It is both pleasurable and potentially 
discomfiting. We see ourselves consuming this 
image that is being built and constructed in front 

explicitly fetishizes trans women, such that we 
might expect a performer like Ruiz to be hesitant 
to participate in such a project. The particularities 
of Ruiz’s performance, however, reveal a reversal of 
this process of fetishization that Williams outlines.

Nomi’s Pleasure Den

Brothers starts with a series of black and white, 
slow, panoramic beach shots of hot men touching 
themselves, wearing Mugler swimsuits while 
gentle piano music plays in the background. 
The cinematography is reminiscent of Fellini or 
Passolini—unhurried, purposeful, and decadent. 
As the men begin to rough-house, grappling their 
tight bodies together, clouds of color splash upon 
them, and Jessica 6’s song “White Horse” starts to 
play. Ruiz’s sultry voice provides a transition along 
with pulsating visual cuts and it guides the viewer/
listener from the beach to the sex dungeon of 
Formichetti’s fantasy. As flesh touches flesh, Ruiz’s 
voice sings, “Let’s fall into the night // Let us ride 
on this white horse // until the light fades. // I’ll call 
up all the right dealers, life-wielders, fright stealers 
// play with the danger of romance.” The throbbing 
bassline, paired with the lyrics of the song, creates 
the affective terrain of arousal and erotics, preparing 
the viewer to experience a frenzy of pleasure, guided 
by the voice of the transfeminine body. 

Frank Melendez crucially suggests that the 
editing techniques in certain porn films and allow 
the body to traverse the separation between (visual) 
object and subject.11 He describes the ways in which 
the materiality of porn films are revealed through 
“convulsive” editing and how such editing mirrors 
the sex and pleasure that it purportedly represents. 
This, to Melendez, evokes a sublime moment. 
Drawing on Jean Francois Lyotard, Melendez 

Mugler menswear models in Brothers of Arcadia (2011). Nomi Ruiz, left, on bed, in Brothers of Arcadia (2011).
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Thus the trans body and either dominance or 
submissiveness become the fetish object for the 
viewer. Ruiz acting dominant or submissive within 
Brothers is not in itself radical, but the pleasure she 
is seen to take from participating in both is arguably 
a radical gesture. 

Sadomasochism is able to sculpt these 
possibilities and reimaginings of power through 
its deliberate and attenuated focus on performance 
and play in sex. Ann McClintock situates 
sadomasochism historically and politically and 
prevents any separation of the sexual from the 
social, stating:

S/M refuses to read power as fate 
or destiny…S/M performs social power 
as both contingent and constitutive, as 
sanctioned neither by fate nor by God, 
but by social convention and invention, 
and thus open to historical change…. 
S/M plays social power backwards, 
visibly staging hierarchy, difference and 
power, the irrational, ecstasy, and the 
alienation of the body as at the centre 
of Western reason, thus revealing the 
imperial logic of individualism, but also 
irreverently refusing it as fate. S/M 
manipulates the signs of power in order 
to refuse their legitimacy as nature.15

Sadomasochism does not adhere to sexual 
destinies or the permanence of sexual power 
relations. In the world of sadomasochism, 
masculinity does not always represent the dominant 
penetrators, nor does femininity represent the 
submissive body who is penetrated. Sexual power 
relations exist along historical and highly contextual 
axes and should be toyed with in order to refute their 

of us.
 Ruiz’s body emerges within Brothers through 

these painful or pleasurable moments of excess 
and sublimity. As Lyotard carefully explains, the 
sublime evokes a demand to convey, and it strives to 
communicate its frenzied desires and affects. It wants 
to make you feel.14 If we think about the staging of 
sadomasochism in Brothers as a kind of aesthetic 
and affective frenzy that resembles the sublime, then 
Ruiz is communicating something important about 
trans embodiment and representation through 
the participation in sadomasochism? As Brothers 
progresses into kinkiness, we see Ruiz’s face emerge 
between a shot of men’s legs in boots, giving the 
impression they are standing around something or 
someone. She looks directly into the camera, and 
one can perceive an arm around her neck, holding 
her back. After a quick cut, we see Ruiz in the 
center of these men, eagerly drinking the wine 
being dumped into her mouth—clearly taking and 
playing the role of the submissive in this encounter. 
Just a few shots later, however, we see Ruiz’s position 
reverse from submission to dominance, as she now 
aggressively yanks several chains which are holding 
the men from the previous shot. This sequence is 
crosscut with shots of male lions violently wrestling, 
such that the lions take the place of the faces/bodies 
of the men we assume are yoked by Ruiz’s chains. 
Through this image, we see masculinity equated 
with animality and ferocity, that can only be yoked 
by the strength of a trans woman who is no longer 
submissive. These feral male subjects exist for Ruiz’s 
pleasure and play. This sadomasochistic play and 
role reversal allows Ruiz to perform power and 
share power with the other sexual objects within 
the video. Significantly, within the genre of trans 
porn, the body of the trans woman is often depicted 
as either hyper-dominant or hyper-submissive. 

Nomi Ruiz, center, acts as the submissive.

Semen-like imagery replaces an explicit “money shot.”
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or pleasure? Both. Neither.”18 Moten refuses to 
foreclose the possible ways in which visual culture 
or pleasure itself can simultaneously be used both 
productively and/or hegemonically. Relatedly, Ruiz’s 
voice manipulates and narrates the pleasure being 
presented in Brothers, and it is yet another means by 
which she is able to resist the silence of being cast as 
a fetish object. This is the moment in which the trans 
woman, so often the fetish object of pornography, 
speaks back, addressing the viewer/listener, singing 
her own subjectivity and “re-objectify[ing] the work 
of art.”19 Crucially, this “re-objectification” happens 
in the realm of the visual, but through the aural, 
through the scream or song that contains the pain 
and history of being relegated to objecthood.20 As 
Brothers unfolds, we find that resistance is formed 
through the voice and the excavation of Ruiz’s visual 
body as an object of pleasure. The visual narrative in 
Brothers begins and ends with the male body as an 
object of pleasure. Ruiz’s transfeminine body enters 
the visual narrative through the power of her voice, 
playing with visual objectification and the pleasures 
of sadomasochism. Ultimately, she uses her voice to 
exit the narrative and reframe the gaze away from 
the transfeminine body.

What A Tease! 

We are not given an explicit “money shot” in the 
video, which according to Williams, usually exists as 
a classic example of a visual fetish action consumed 
in porn.21 In defiance of this porn trope, Formichetti 
chooses to replace the fetish of the “money shot” with 
gratuitous and abundant discharge of fluids within 
the video, making Brothers feel extra goopy and full 
of ejaculate. The crashing waves on the scenic beach, 
the wine poured into Ruiz’s mouth, the male bodies 
dripping in the shower, gently smearing shaving 

claim to absolutism. Therefore, sadomasochism is 
about potentials and possibilities and is invested 
in new ways of conceiving power relations. One 
might be tempted to criticize the fact that power is 
never distributed equally in sadomasochism—that 
one usually is submissive, and the other is usually 
dominant. But, Ruiz occupies the tentative position 
of the “switch” in Brothers, both kneeling before a 
group of men in boots, servicing them, and holding 
a group of men in chains, yanking them to her 
commands and pleasures. This sexual mutability 
offers us a glimpse into what it looks like when a 
trans woman has control over her sexual destinies 
and pleasures. Furthermore, Ian Barnard claims 
that instead of trying futilely to remove the power 
dynamics from sex, we must deliberately engage with 
these existing power dynamics if we want to change 
their force or shatter their crystallization.16 Barnard 
also convincingly claims that sadomasochism 
should look good, it should be sexy, and not exist as an 
academic exercise to enact some kind of politically 
perfect situation in the bedroom.17 It is just as 
significant that Ruiz is being staged performing 
sadomasochism in a way that restructures sexual 
power for the transfeminine subject as it is that she 
looks good while she is doing it. 

It is Ruiz’s lyrical dictate and voice within 
Brothers that redirects the male gaze away from 
the feminine and trans body. As the scene of the 
sex dungeon begins to wrap up, and as the video 
nears the credits, Ruiz’s voice commands, “Let me 
see you dance,” again and again. As Ruiz disappears 
from the video, we hear her queer voice crooning 
at the same moment we are watching gladiatorial 
models rough-housing and cruising in the shower. 
She will not dance, rather it is she who wants to 
see you dance. The only bodies left in the video are 
male, and it is a queerly feminine voice, unable to 
be seen, which commands the men to dance and 
play. Her voice is present, her body is absent, and 
the pleasure she evoked remains. This is the sublime 
moment. This play of sadomasochistic fantasy, and 
Ruiz’s negotiation of bodily presence and a sexual 
eminence within Brothers, marks another place 
where we can perceive traces of the sublime. The 
mise-en-scene here engages with Fred Moten’s 
meditation on objects that resist, which asks, “can 
the object not only resist visual pleasure, but exist 
by way of visual pleasure? Is the problem visuality 

A symbolic female ejaculation onto the male face.
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about how the trans body can be staged alternatively 
in pornographic contexts. As an example, in one 
of the final shots before the credits roll, we see a 
masculine hand running a bar of soap over a pair 
of feminine feet, washing and caressing them. If we 
assume that these are Ruiz’s feet, then one of the last 
moments of visual, bodily pleasure in the video is 
not a “money shot” or a reveal of Ruiz’s genitals but 
rather a tender moment of foot worship. Brothers 
therefore offers us a unique glimpse into how trans 
performers in porn can redirect visual pleasure in 
new ways and into new directions; pleasure can be 
directed to different parts of their body, to different 
gestures, or to different erotic presentations of self. 

Some viewers of Brothers, unfamiliar with 
Ruiz and her work, might read her as a cisgender 
woman. Ruiz may be slight and conventionally 
attractive, but I caution any attempts to equate 
passing with being disempowered. That is, if one 
does not read Ruiz as trans within Brothers, is her 
performance still important and challenging? I 
insist that even when she is not immediately read 
as trans, this does not mean her performance is 
inefficacious. Tobi Hill-Meyer suggests that such 
moments reveal the multitudes of ways in which 
trans identity can be performed and eroticized, and 
that there is no correct way to perform transness.28 
One might also be tempted to say that since Ruiz’s 
performance of femininity aligns closely with what 
is considered traditionally sexy or beautiful, that 
such a performance of gender is not queer or radical 
enough. What this potential critique betrays is a 
claim to authenticity, that some trans experiences 
or embodiments are more correct than others. I 
resist this critique not only because I think there is 
more than one way to perform transness, but also 
because it implicitly demands that a trans body 
present gender nonconformity as a required form of 
bodily vulnerability. To a performer like Ruiz, who 
is also Puerto Rican, her body is already surveilled 
and monitored because of her racial identity. This 
should offer a reminder that passing or its lack 
should not be the deciding factor in whether a trans 
performer is queer or doing radical aesthetic work. 
Emily Skidmore explains being a ‘good transsexual’ 
is predicated upon one’s ability to assimilate into 
whiteness.29 Even though Ruiz may “pass” as 
cisgender, her aesthetic, music, and ethos is heavily 
informed by her experience of growing up Puerto 

cream on another’s face, and the spillage of milk over 
a set of breasts, ravenously lapped up by a male face, 
all seem rather semen-y. This last pouring of fluid 
can be read as a symbolic female ejaculation, coming 
down from the breasts, and into the hungry mouth 
of the partner. The inclusion of female ejaculation—
even if metaphoric—is considered by Shawna 
Lipton to be a hallmark of queer porn production, 
thus de-emphasizing the phallocentrism conveyed 
by the crucial and penile “money shot” present 
in normative porn.22 Additionally, Moore and 
Weissbein point us to the ubiquity of semen-like 
imagery in culture as symptomatic of a kind of leaky 
masculinity that is no longer whole and intact.23 
This is visually represented in the pervasively wet 
Brothers, and such diffuse masculinity and deferred 
phallocentrism allow Ruiz to occupy a tentative 
position of power within the video. Ruiz was indeed 
sticky at the end of the shooting of Brothers, but 
only sticky with milk, champagne, and the luxurious 
pleasure of play—not the fetishized “money shot.”24 

The representation of Ruiz’s body within 
Brothers of Arcadia short-circuits several tropes and 
conventions of how the trans body is typically staged 
within the realm of pornography. Jeffrey Escoffier 
thoroughly considers the anxieties of identity and 
desire that face ostensibly heterosexual men when 
they sexually pursue trans women.25 Escoffier goes 
on to relate Slavoj Zizek’s explanation of the “tranny 
surprise” in porn, where the trans woman reveals her 
penis, which Zizek claims acts as a reversal of the 
Oedipal drama where boys discover girls have no 
penis.26 Ruiz’s performance within Brothers resists 
this psychoanalytic reading—we are not given any 
such “surprise.” We only see Ruiz’s breasts through 
the course of the video. The visual representation of 
the penis on the trans woman is crucial to Escoffier’s 
argument about the trans woman existing as a 
phallic woman, safe for a man who fears castration, 
and therefore a fetish object within the genre of 
transsexual porn.27 Again, Ruiz’s presence and 
performance in Brothers complicates Escoffier’s 
thesis of fetishization here, since Ruiz never gives 
“the big reveal.” Not getting ‘the big reveal’ reveals 
to us that Brothers cannot easily fit within the genre 
of transsexual porn, either. More significantly, the 
fact that Brothers does not rest upon the visual trope 
of the “big reveal,” so common within transsexual 
porn, opens up new possibilities for us to think 
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that you must know about it to know about it, 
resembling the exclusiveness of the avant-garde and 
the art world at large.32 This is admittedly a large 
limitation of Brothers; its aesthetic delights are only 
available to those “in the know.” Likely, Brothers was 
enjoyed by those who were already closely following 
Ruiz or the fashion world. The framing around the 
video on XTube is deliberately ornate, displaying a 
black and white panoramic ocean shot, mimicking 
the high-culture cinema it is referencing, even as it 
is displayed on what may be considered a “vulgar” 
platform for art. The video’s page has also removed 
both the typical side-bar suggestions for other porn 
videos, and the advertisements which usually show 
people in some degree of fucking. Even more so, 
remember that Brothers itself contains very little of 
the “sex” we come to expect in porn, save for some 
gratuitous cock-shots and wanking. Helen Hester 
helpfully points out though, that although the 
primary conventions of porn serve to excite sexual 
arousal and relief, porn that doesn’t accomplish this 
stretches the genre of what we consider porn in 
productive ways.33 With respect to this, what does 
this mean for Brothers, which probably doesn’t exist 
for sexual arousal, and probably won’t?  The erotics 
in Brothers aspire to something altogether different, 
it seems. Keep in mind, the ‘sex’ in the video seems 
to be shown with almost-overwrought, grandiose 
symbols. It is certainly not amateur porn either—
it seems to be cast with professional models of the 
high fashion world, and a famous performer of the 
NYC music scene. 

This preponderance of fantasy and sublime 
moments within Brothers is what ultimately helps 
us understand it as an example of queer porn. 
Remember that Formichetti, for his part, centralizes 
the importance of myth and fantasy in the 
conceptualization of Brothers…; he is not interested 
in making porn that feels “real” or “authentic.”34 
Though Formichetti’s ethos here would go against 
how Lipton defines queer porn as more “homemade” 
or “real,” I propose that there are benefits to 
constructing a porn space like Brothers that is less 
interested in being “real,” and more invested in 
being deliberately fantastic. Such a sublime space 
of fantasy stretches the perceived boundaries of 
representation, reforming the way trans subjects 
participate and restructure their involvement in a 
sexual economy. Recalling Laplanche and Pontalis, 

Rican in Sunset Park, Brooklyn.30 As such,  her Puerto 
Rican identity precludes any easy membership into 
this normative white public sphere. Furthermore, 
Ruiz herself seems uninterested in being the “good 
transsexual.” As a pop star who performs in queer 
fashion porn, she is preventing her trans body from 
being subsumed into narratives of respectability. 
After all, performing imagined sadomasochism 
scenarios in Brothers is a highly unlikely means of 
achieving normative respectability

It might be tempting to read Brothers as merely 
another product of the porn and/or fashion worlds. 
However, it is vitally important to think of the 
ways in which these platforms are being used in 
the service of minoritarian subjectivity. This goes 
beyond arguments of representation or visibility—
“this is a good representation” or “more visibility is 
good”—and moves into considering the strategic 
synthesis of politics and aesthetics within Ruiz’s 
performance in Brothers. José Esteban Muñoz 
defines disidentification as a kind of performance 
that engages and twists cultural platforms to the 
benefit of minoritarian subjects. He argues that such 
performances, “disassemble that sphere of publicity 
and use its parts to build an alternative reality. 
Disidentification uses the majoritarian culture 
as raw material to make a new world.”31 Ruiz is 
willingly participating in an avant-garde fashion-
porn-commercial-film that ostensibly benefits 
Formichetti, the Mugler fashion house, and XTube. 
Following Muñoz, it is my argument that we should 
read such seeming contradictions as strategic acts of 
world making. Ruiz’s allegiance to and performance 
in such mass cultural platforms participates in an 
aesthetic maneuvering of trans subjectivity with and 
through such platforms. Ruiz’s strategic engagement 
with the fashion and porn worlds offers a map into 
how we might represent trans bodies differently 
within pornographic texts. 

Queering Porn – Was It Good For You?

Brothers is not traditional porn. It is not even 
presented in the same way normal XTube videos 
are. One cannot even locate the video by searching 
its title. Brothers was part of the media buzz 
surrounding Formichetti’s time at Mugler, and it 
was mostly promoted through fashion blogs, social 
media sharing, and interviews with Ruiz. It seems 
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if fantasy is the setting of desire, then might there be 
benefits in emphasizing excess and fantasy, leaving 
desire therefore unnamed, protean, and queer? I 
contend that we can and should read Brothers of 
Arcadia as an important text of queer porn that 
plays with and arises from the avant-garde and that 
we should also read it as a text in which the sublime 
emerges. Lyotard might argue that Brothers exists 
in the sublime space, “that is felt on the occasion of 
an absence of the object’s form.”35 Following this, 
we see Brothers evacuate Ruiz’s visual body, yet her 
voice carries through the text, guiding the narrative’s 
pleasure. In this way, the form of her body is absent, 
yet still felt. Additionally, Brothers exists between 

and apart from genres of form that would guide 
the way we read it. It is productively confusing to 
attempt to classify Brothers of Arcadia, as it is neither 
a film, a commercial, a pornographic movie, nor a 
music video, yet it performs certain conventions of 
each. Brothers exists between the forms that genre 
and expectation bring, and the sexual practices 
within it stymie an easy fetishization of Ruiz as 
a trans subject. When we read these disruptions 
and absences of form as sublime, then we arrive 
at a moment of possibility for Nomi Ruiz. This 
formless genre in Brothers allows for a performative 
exploration of trans subjectivity in Ruiz that might 
otherwise be occluded in other more traditional 
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